Biomimetic principles applied to cosmetic dentistry
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Biomimetic dentistry is based on the philosophy that the intact tooth in its ideal hues and shades and, more importantly, its intracoronal anatomy, mechanics and location in the arch, is the guide to reconstruction and the determinant of success. This approach is conservative and biologically sound and in sharp contrast to the porcelain-fused-to-metal technique in which the metal casting with its high elastic modulus makes the underlying dentin hypofunctional.

The goal of biomimetics in restorative dentistry is to return all of the prepared dental tissues to full function by the creation of a hard-tissue bond that allows functional stresses to pass through the tooth, drawing the entire crown into the final functional biologic and esthetic result.1 According to Douglas A. Terry, DDS, in dentistry there is no one biomaterial that has the same physical, mechanical and optical properties as tooth structure (i.e., dentin, enamel, cementum) and possesses the physiological characteristics of intact teeth in function. By utilizing biomimetic-therapeutic approaches, dentists can improve and become closer to natural biological structures and their function.2

There are two major perspectives to which the term “biomimetic” is applied: a purist perspective that focuses on recreating biological tissues and a descriptive perspective that focuses on using materials that result in a mimicked biological effect.3 Although different, both share a common goal of mimicking biology in restoration.4 This has been an increasingly common goal for dentists and patients alike in achieving esthetic and functional dentistry.

Biomimetic dentistry techniques provide the patient with minimally invasive options that conserve sound tooth structure as a clinical imperative.5 Biomimetics is essentially described as a mimicking of natural life, which can be accomplished using contemporary composite resins and adhesive dental procedures.3 Conservation and biological mimicry make up the foundation of a biomimetic philosophy and together produce the effect that today’s patients expect.

From an esthetic/restorative perspective, biomimetics or biomimicry is the application of methods and systems to artificially replace biologic elements in order to recreate optimal oral health.5 Practicing interdisciplinary esthetic/restorative dentistry enables dentists to achieve biomimetic results with cosmetic dentistry.6 These techniques and materials are crucial to modern dentistry in that they combine a focus on dental health and appearance. A biomimetic material should match the part of the tooth that it’s replacing in several important ways, including the modulus of elasticity and function of the respective areas (e.g., pulp, dentin, enamel, dentoenamel junction).6

The production of bone-, dentine- and enamel-like biomaterials for the engineering of mineralized (hard) tissues is a high priority in regenerative medicine and dentistry.6 The ability to manufacture such materials has allowed dental restorations to attain significantly more nature-like results that inevitably perform at a higher level than life-like materials of the past.

The physiological performance of an intact tooth requires a balance between biological, mechanical, functional and esthetic parameters in order to achieve biomimetic qualities. This necessitates the development of “anatomical morphological thinking” when developing a restoration so that it replicates the natural tooth in form, function and esthetics.6 Such biological thinking will enable dentistry to focus on future health as well as the lasting appearance of the patients’ smiles, both of which are necessary for patient satisfaction.

According to Wynn Okuda, DMD, “modifications to existing cavity design should be based on preservation of natural dentition. The goals and objectives of biomimetic replacement should be to mimic the structure being replaced, thus allowing minimal removal of non-affected adjacent tooth structure.”7 Incorporating biomimetic principles stems from somewhat of a philosophical approach to practicing dentistry, Okuda says. Dentists must take time to research methods of minimally invasive approaches to solving dental problems.8

Over billions of years, nature has created a formula for highly functioning materials that have withstood evolution. To create structures that will continue to function at such a level, dentistry must copy and integrate nature’s complex methods. Terry states that “we need to develop treatment modalities that allow us to reproduce the biomechanical behaviors of the intact tooth. As research scientists, clinicians and technicians work together in understanding the complex orientation of this composite material called tooth
structure, improvements will continue.24,25 The same philosophy of using nature as a guide for restoration and regeneration can be extended to a functional solution creating missing structures in cosmetically focused patients.

Minimally invasive treatments are procedures that restore form, function and esthetics with minimal removal of sound tooth structure.26 This is accomplished by removing only dental tissues that cannot be adhesively bonded.27 This conservative approach leaves patients with as much of their natural tooth structure as possible while restoring or creating tissue that will enhance utility and appearance.

While indirect porcelain veneers can require a great amount of preparation and removal of tooth structure, direct composite bonding follows the conservative approach. Direct resin composite restorations offer an alternative treatment that provides excellent esthetics and preservation of tooth structure given that the preparation is limited to only areas of affected unsupported enamel.28

Patients today want their dentistry more esthetic but less invasive and composite resin accomplishes both.29 Evidence suggests that composites can provide optimal esthetics with minimal or no tooth intervention, immediately improving esthetics while leaving options for future orthodontic and restorative care.30 Furthermore, as a person ages, so do their restorations.

Eventually, teeth that have been restored will break down and need to have those restorations replaced.4 Fortunately, if an initial restoration was created using minimally invasive procedures, there should be more tooth structure to work with at the time when a second restoration may be needed.4

In this way, the biomimetic approach takes into account both the present and future dental health of the patient. Nowadays, there are many modern composite resins developed for highly esthetic procedures that, when properly used, can result in restorations that are indistinguishable from natural dentition.29 This article extrapolates the minimally invasive biomimetic principles of restoration and applies them to procedures for introducing missing tissue and creating cosmetic improvements, which ultimately benefit the patient’s overall oral health and appearance.

The process of mimicking tissue that was not initially present uses biomimetic methodology similar to that used in restorative dentistry that conserves tooth structure. Two cases will be presented that demonstrate the diversity of options biomimetic techniques provide for the field of cosmetic dentistry.

Case No. 1

A 34-year-old, healthy male presented for treatment of the spacing between his upper and lower anterior teeth as well as whitening. He desired a more esthetic appearance overall. After an examination, the patient was presented with two options. Both porcelain veneers and biomimetic composite bonding would eliminate spacing and create a whiter smile, though the composite bonding technique demonstrated several advantages that made it the right choice for the patient.

The biomimetic effect of composite bonding ensures that the patient will attain a natural and highly functional result. Today’s composites have much improved physical and esthetic properties, enabling minimally invasive treatment modalities to be performed with immediate results that are able to satisfy the most cosmetically discerning patients.14–19 Porcelain veneers, on the other hand, require greater and irreversible tooth intervention. In addition, they would require at least two appointments and somewhat considerable tooth preparation.30 The composite bonding chosen for this patient involves minimal intraenamel preparation from sandblasting or cleaning the enamel surface with pumice and no local anesthetic.31

With this type of treatment, fewer teeth (or just parts of teeth) can be treated and, because there is no laboratory fee, there is less cost for the patient.22 Composite bonding can be considered as a viable minimal or non-invasive treatment alternative.20,21

Treatment

An initial in-office whitening procedure was accomplished one week before the composite fill restoration. Treatment for general upper and lower diastemas was then carried out and consisted of the following: the maxillary anterior teeth and mandibular anterior teeth were pumiced with Pumice
Prepries (Whip Mix Corp.), rinsed and dried. The teeth were then treated with Ultra Etch 55 percent phosphoric acid (Ultradent Products) for 15 seconds, rinsed and left moist. Bonding agent Prime & Bond NT (Dentsply Corp.) was applied to the teeth, air thinned and then light cured for 20 seconds.

The diastemas were restored with Esthet-X HD Micro Matrix Restorative (Dentsply Corp.). A layer of A2 was applied to block light transmission through the diastema, simulating the dentin layer. Characterization was accomplished by adding Pink Tint Venus applied with a No. 10 endodontic file into the surface of the A2. Light transmission through the layer of A2 was applied to block the tooth was required. The tooth was cleaned with pumice (Pumice Preppy, Whip Mix Corp.), a 55 percent phosphoric acid (Ultra Etch, Ultradent Products) was applied to the entire enamel surface for 15 seconds. The etchant was then rinsed off, leaving the enamel surface moist. The bonding agent, Prime & Bond NT (Dentsply Corp.), was applied, air thinned and light cured for 20 seconds.

Esthet-X HD Micro Matrix Restorative (Dentsply Corp.) shade C1 was applied, contoured and cured. This was followed by a layer of Esthet-X HD Micro Matrix Restorative (Dentsply Corp.). The ideal characteristics of very high polishability, varied opacity options and contourability make the Esthet-X HD an excellent choice for this application. The restoration was then finished and polished with Sof-lex discs (3M ESPE).

Case No. 2
A 25-year-old healthy male presented with one peg-lateral incisor that he wished to improve esthetically. A peg-shaped lateral incisor can be defined as a tooth with cuspically. A peg-shaped lateral incisor can be defined as a tooth with marked in the incisal direction. This tooth’s shape and size alteration is inherited genetically and occurs in the range of 1–2 percent of the population. Options for treatment again included a porcelain veneer or restoration with composite bonding. The patient again opted for the biomimetic procedure of restoring with composite bonding.

Treatment
Treatment consisted of direct composite bonding to the upper right lateral incisor. No prepping of the tooth was required. The tooth was cleaned with pumice (Pumice Preppy, Whip Mix Corp.), 55 percent phosphoric acid (Ultra Etch, Ultradent Products) was applied to the entire enamel surface for 15 seconds. The etchant was then rinsed off, leaving the enamel surface moist. The bonding agent, Prime & Bond NT (Dentsply Corp.), was applied, air thinned and light cured for 20 seconds.

Esthet-X HD Micro Matrix Restorative (Dentsply Corp.) shade C1 was applied, contoured and cured. This was followed by a layer of Esthet-X HD Micro Matrix Restorative (Dentsply Corp.). The ideal characteristics of very high polishability, varied opacity options and contourability make the Esthet-X HD an excellent choice for this application. The restoration was then finished and polished with Sof-lex Discs (3M ESPE).

Summary
Biomimetic principles can be applied to cosmetic dental cases to minimize the reduction of existing healthy tooth structure in the pursuit of improved esthetics. The results can accomplish the esthetic enhancement, the cost to the patient can be reduced and the underlying tooth structure can be preserved for the present and future dental health of the patient.
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Fig 7: Preopretive peg-lateral incisor.

Fig 8: Postoperative.